
Why might I be interested?
The TSYS Data & Analytics Platform 
empowers the right actions at the 
right time by supporting the full 
decision-making process — from 
highly understandable insights through 
accurate predictive behaviors, to 
actions that drive significant value 
for your organization. The powerful 
insights, which are available through 
user-friendly dashboards and fully 
customizable reports, have been 
prebuilt based upon more than 20 
years of running card businesses and 
working closely with financial institution 
clients. The TSYS Data & Analytics 
platform is available for consumer and 
commercial portfolios.

Why is the Data & Analytics 
Platform so necessary?
Unfortunately, many clients like you 
are essentially drowning in data. 
We’ve heard them say, “We have the 
data, but it’s in different states from 
disparate systems. We need to be able 
to access this data in a timely manner, 
understand what to do with it, and 
then most importantly, do it — take 
appropriate action such as adjusting 
pricing or instituting new fraud controls.” 
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The challenge is consolidating, 
normalizing and enriching it, 
transforming it into a highly usable 
form, providing easy access to it, and 
enabling your executives to quickly 
grasp the key points and take actions 
that create real value for your  business.

Who is the Data & 
Analytics Platform for? 
The Data & Analytics Platform is 
designed to be accessed and used 
directly by those needing business 
insights.  The insights and reporting 
capabilities of the platform are 
designed to be accessed directly by a 
number of users — business, marketing, 
risk, etc., and the data access is 
designed to support sophisticated 
users with unique data needs, such as 
data analyst and data scientists.

What is a data lake and why is 
it important?
The data lake is one of the technology 
components of our Data & Analytics 
Platform. The platform also 
incorporates a data structure that then 
transforms these raw data assets into 
a highly usable form that will enable 
you to easily and efficiently access and 
create significant business value from it.
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In simplest terms, the data lake is a 
single, centralized repository that 
combines storage, data governance 
and analytics capabilities. The 
repository is built on a high-
performance, highly-scalable storage 
infrastructure that’s capable of securely 
and reliably storing both structured 
and unstructured data from numerous 
sources. All data from TSYS systems will 
automatically flow into our data lake.

The new Data & Analytics Platform 
will help you overcome many 
disadvantages when compared to 
other data solutions — eliminating data 
siloes, improving efficiency, reducing 
costs, and simplifying analytics. This 
ensures you’ll have exceptional agility, 
gain more meaningful insights, and 
enjoy welcome flexibility as storage 
demands change over time.

What products and services are 
available on the Data & 
Analytics Platform?
Our first areas of focus  includes:

Data Management: The foundational 
component of the Data & Analytics 
Platform is Data Management. This will 
include hosting and data warehousing-
as-a-service (DWaaS),
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Data Insights and Analysis: We offer 
a library of reports for every level 
of your organization. This means 
that everyone, from executives to 
data analysts, will be able to quickly 
and easily extract information in a 
meaningful format. 
 
Data Access and Delivery: The Data & 
Analytics Platform also offers a variety 
of ways to access all of the data that’s 
been normalized and enriched within 
the platform.

•  Batch Delivery We offer the ability to 
receive normalized, enhanced data 
through manageable batch data 
interfaces that you can easily work 
with. Delivery can be scheduled as-
needed. 

•  Direct Data Access For more 
sophisticated data needs, we offer 
a selection of tools to support data 
discovery and exploration to be used 
by individuals such as data scientists, 
data analysts and business analysts.

When do we recommend 
Consulting Services?
For additional help or any other data-
related needs we also offer individual 
Consulting Services for an additional fee.

What are some of the benefits of 
the Data & Analytics Platform?
The Data & Analytics Platform offers 
you a number of important benefits, 
including:

 •  Support for the full decision-making 
process The platform  provides 
comprehensive insights, enabling 
more accurate predictions of 
consumer and commercial customer 
behavior and outcomes. These 
insights and predictions help drive 
actions — including refining of your 
strategies and campaigns based on 
the results achieved.

•  Assurance that data is consolidated 
in a single data and analytics platform 
and is easily consumable in a customer-
centric, business-agnostic way 
Transforms data from an antiquated 
data model and repository — ranging 
from structured databases and 
unstructured data to data streams — 
and merges everything into a highly 
usable, normalized and enriched state 
that provides actionable insights. 

•  No need to wait for internal IT teams 
to address pressing needs for better 
access to data Empowers decisions 
and self-service actions without the 
intervention of IT resources because 
the platform’s reports and insights will 
be available and manageable at all 
levels of the business.

What are some of the features of 
the platform?
The Data & Analytics Platform is 
designed to be:

•  Customer-centric It’s built to identify 
individuals and business across issuers 
and retailers.

•  Business-agnostic It’s created to 
be totally resilient to changes in 
underlying systems so the data 
streams coming into the data 
repository would still be readily 
accommodated and handled in such 
a way as to be easily consumed.

•   Effectively managed It incorporates 
robust data governance processes to 
ensure that the highest data integrity, 
quality and usability are consistently 
maintained.
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Will my sensitive data be secure?  
Please give me examples of how 
you will secure it.
To ensure the security of sensitive data, 
all Payment Card Industry (PCI) data 
and Personally Identifiable Information 
(PII) stored in the Data and Analytics 
Platform is tokenized. Tokenization is 
the process of substituting sensitive 
data with a non-sensitive equivalent, 
referred to as a token. Tokens have 
no extrinsic or exploitable meaning 
or value and are simply an identifier 
that maps back to the actual sensitive 
data that is stored in our secure token 
vault.  We will also maintain a process 
for de-tokenization so that, as needed, 
you may choose to take actions and 
analyze data associated with particular 
cardholders. Tokenization is just one of 
the methods and technologies we use 
to keep the Data & Analytics Platform 
information, products, services and 
tools safe and secure.

How do we include data outside 
of issuer information — and later 
tie it together across the Data & 
Analytics Platform?
Information from a variety of different 
data sources will be brought into 
the Data & Analytics Platform. This 
will begin with data from our card-
processing platforms. But it will also 
include data from other TSYS platforms 
and products, such as our TSYS 
Customer Service Platform℠, TSYS 
Digital Engagement Platform℠ and 
TSYS CardGuard℠ — as well as other 
risk and fraud products. 

In the future, our roadmap even calls for 
the data management platform to store 
data external to TSYS. All of this data will 
be normalized, enriched and integrated 
to create a consolidated, 360-degree 
view of our clients’ customers.
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How does this platform interface 
with the others as part of TSYS’ 
ecosystem?
The Data & Analytics Platform is 
just one of many. Now you can take 
advantage of an ecosystem of 
solutions that all have interconnected 
access to and incorporate functionality 
from our other TSYS platforms. There’s 
no redundant functionality. No need 
to store the same information in 
multiple locations. And no duplicating 
development efforts.

This means that any information you 
have stored in the Data & Analytics 
Platform will be available for use in other 
applications. It’s a single, 360-degree 
view of your customer. It’s a single 
capability that’s built once and used 
anywhere and everywhere it’s needed. 
And it’s all interconnected and modular.
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To learn more:
1.844.663.8797 
sales@tsys.com

CALL US
North America 
+1.844.663.8797

International 
+44.1904.562.051

twitter.com/
GlobalPayInc
 
 

facebook.com/
GlobalPaymentsInc
 
  
linkedin.com/
company/global-
payments
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